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Abstract. To remain sustainable, some open source projects need a
constant inﬂux of new volunteers, or newcomers. However, the newcomers face diﬀerent kinds of problems when onboarding to a project. In this
paper we present the results of a systematic literature review aiming at
identifying the barriers that a newcomer can face when contributing to
an Open Source Software project. We identiﬁed and analyzed 21 studies
that evidence this kind of problem. As a result we provide a hierarchical
model that relies on ﬁve categories of barriers: ﬁnding a way to start,
social interactions, code issues, documentation problems and newcomers’ knowledge. The most evidenced barriers are newcomers’ previous
technical skills, receiving response from community, centrality of social
contacts, and ﬁnding the appropriate way to start contributing. This
classiﬁcation provides a baseline for further researches related to newcomers onboarding.

1

Introduction

Some open source software (OSS) communities composed of volunteers from
diﬀerent parts of the globe contributing and collaborating. According to Qureshi
and Fang [14], motivate, engage, and retain new developers is the way to promote
a sustainable amount of developers in a project. However, newcomers often face
diﬃculties and obstacles when onboarding to a project [8]. This obstacles can
lead newcomers to give up their collaboration. Therefore, a major challenge for
OSS projects is to provide ways to support the joining of newcomers.
To reduce these problems, newcomers generally post questions and request
help to choose their tasks in forums and mailing list or send emails to developers who have central roles in the project (e.g. owners, project leaders) [13,22].
However, receiving replies that do not oﬀer guidance or unpolished answers can
result in newcomers to give up contributing [18]. Given this scenario, it is important to understand the OSS newcomers needs. This understanding may enable
the creation of mechanisms and tools to oﬀer a better support for newcomers.
The objective of this research is to identify the barriers faced by newcomers
when onboarding to OSS projects. Onboarding is the stage in which an outsider
decides to contribute to a project. Onboarding is highly impacted by a steep
learning curve as well as reception and expectation breakdowns [17].
L. Corral et al. (Eds.): OSS 2014, IFIP AICT 427, pp. 153–163, 2014.
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In this paper, the methodology chosen to collect these issues is the Systematic
Literature Review. From the best of our knowledge, there is no study that directly focused on problems or barriers encountered by newcomers of Open Source
Software projects. On the other hand, several articles report these barriers as
a side product of the studies. Thus, knowledge is spread across the literature.
This study main contribution is aggregating the barriers evidenced by diﬀerent
studies and creating a model with them.

2

Research Method

To perform our systematic review, we deﬁned the following question: What are
the barriers that inﬂuence newcomers’ onboarding to OSS projects? By answering this question, we aim to capture the barriers that a newcomer can face when
contributing to an OSS project. We are not interested in newcomers’ motivation
to join a project, but in the issues they can face after deciding to contribute.
After using diﬀerent synonyms and combinations to reﬁne our search, the
query presented below was used to retrieve the studies from the following digital
libraries: ACM, IEEE, Scopus and Springer Link. These libraries were selected
because they index the most relevant venues of computer sciences, mostly written
on English, they support searching using boolean expression and provide access
to the complete text of the paper. We also consulted specialists for conferences,
workshops, journals, and websites that could provide relevant studies for our
research. However, no new source was added after their advices.
((OSS OR “Open Source” OR “Free Software” OR FLOSS OR FOSS) AND
(newcomer OR “joining process” OR newbie OR “new developer” OR “new contributor” OR “new
member” OR “new committer” OR novice OR beginner OR “potential participant” OR retention
OR joiner OR onboarding))

For each selected paper obtained from digital libraries, we conducted snowball
sampling checking if the authors of the selected studies published other relevant
studies not retrieved from the Digital Libraries. We checked their proﬁles in
ACM, IEEE, DBLP, and personal homepages (when available).
We considered for selection the papers that were available for download, written in English, that dealt with newcomers onboarding in open source software
projects, that presented experimental results, and that were published in journals or workshop/conference proceedings.
Subsequent to the deﬁnition of the primary studies list, the researchers read
the full documents. To classify the barriers we followed an “inductive coding” approach [21], which is widely applied in qualitative studies of diﬀerent knowledge
areas. In this kind of approach, the evaluator identiﬁes text segments that contain meaningful units and creates a label for a new category to which the text
segment is assigned. Afterwards, connections between the codes are identiﬁed
and they are grouped according to their properties to represent categories.
The results of the selection and screening are as follows. After running the
query on the digital libraries systems, we got 291 candidate papers. For each paper, title, abstract and keywords were analyzed by two independent researchers.
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In a consensus meeting, we came to 33 candidate papers. We checked other papers published by the authors of these 33 candidate studies, ﬁnding 20 other
candidate papers. After analyzing the abstract of these papers we selected 9 relevant papers, coming to a total of 42 candidate papers. After further analysis,
a total of 21 papers were considered relevant to this review and were considered
to extract relevant data.

3

Barriers Faced by Newcomers

The main purpose of this systematic review was to ﬁnd what are the barriers
faced by newcomers to open source projects reported by the literature. For each
selected study, we analyzed any barrier reported that was empirically identiﬁed
or evaluated. We extracted the barriers from the selected studies, and organized
them as a hierarchy of barriers, as shown in Figure 1. The ﬁgure presents ﬁve categories: Social Interactions, Finding a Way to Start, Documentation Problems,
Code Issues, and Newcomers’ Knowledge.

Fig. 1. Hierarchical map of barriers found in the literature

In the Figure 1 it is also possible to observe the number of studies that oﬀer
evidences for each barrier. The studies were conducted with diﬀerent projects and
diﬀerent number of projects analyzed. In the following sections we will discuss
the barriers found and the evidences that support the problem.
3.1

Social Interactions

This category represents the barriers related to the way newcomers interact with
the community, including who are the members they exchange messages, the
size of their contact network, how they communicate and how the community
communicate with them.
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Socializing with Project Members. The study conducted by [9] highlights
the inﬂuence of social and political organization for newcomers willing to become
a core developer. The author analyzes mailing list discussions and conduct an indepth analysis of the socialization of a successful developer. He emphasizes the
need to build an identity in the project: “what the newcomer has to learn is how
to participate and how to build an identity that will help get his ideas accepted
and integrated.” Other authors also report the importance of socializing with
central members. For example, Bird [2] quantitatively analyzed mailing lists and
report that “the social network measure, indegree, . . . had a signiﬁcant eﬀect on
immigration.”
All studies that analyzed the centrality/importance of the contacts found that
the closer the newcomer is to the center of the community, the more successful
the newcomer is. However, the newcomer usually does not choose who will answer
her questions. So, when the most appropriate community members receive the
newcomers, the chance of retention is higher.
Receiving (Timely and Proper) Response. The answers received from
the community play an important role during newcomers onboarding. There
are evidences of this barrier in seven studies found in this review. Some of
them [11,24,22,19] report only the impact of receiving a (timely) response from
the community as a barrier. Other researchers [16,18,20] also report the impact
of the content of responses (properness).
One of the studies that analyze the impact of the answer contents found
that “almost all non-returning newcomers can be attributed to not receiving a
response or receiving a condescending response” [16]. Regarding the studies that
analyze the timely response, [11] analyzed mailing list archives and found that
“nearly 80% of newbie posts received replies, and that receiving timely responses,
especially within 48 hours, was positively correlated with future participation.”
We can see that community social skills can inﬂuence newcomers’ decision to
contribute to the project. Generally, newcomers demand attention and friendly
hands to start contributing. We understand that core members need to stop their
main tasks to receive newcomers with no guarantee that they will contribute.
However, a good reception can be crucial to retain more newcomers.
Sending a Correct/Meaningful Message. [16] reported a problem related to
newcomers’ communication behavior. By analyzing the history of a support forum they found that “the newcomers who used informative subject lines for their
ﬁrst message improved chances of getting responses as well as getting their problems solved by the community . . . if the newcomer does not post comprehensible
messages or uses a language that the forum responders do not understand. . . .”
Therefore, newcomers who want to be welcomed by the community should focus
on the quality of their community-oriented initial interactions.
Finding Mentorship/Expertise. Easiness to ﬁnd an expert or a mentor is
also evidenced in some studies [4,6]. Cubranic et al. [6] report that “It can be
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diﬃcult for newcomers to join such groups [OSS projects] because it is hard to
obtain eﬀective mentoring.” To alleviate it, Canfora et al. [4] proposed a tool
that recommends mentors to newcomers. They evaluated the tool by surveying
some project members and found that mentoring is important to newcomers.
Mentorship is presented as be a good way to help newcomers. However, its
actual applicability need to be studied in deep. It is not clear if this kind of policy
can be applied in OSS communities, as it depends on experienced volunteers to
do this speciﬁc task.
3.2

Finding a Way to Start

This category represents the barriers related to diﬃculties that newcomers face
when trying to ﬁnd the right place to start contributing.
Finding Appropriate Issue/Task. Finding the appropriate task to work
on was classiﬁed as a barrier. Park and Jensen [13] reported that “. . . subjects
expressed a need for information speciﬁc to newcomers, for instance, how to get
involved and become active (e.g. communication channels, available sources of
information for starters, etc.), what to contribute to (e.g. open issues, required
features, sample tasks to start with), and working practices.”
Von Krogh et al. [22] also report on this issue. They found that “in 56.7%
of the cases members of the community encouraged the new participants to ﬁnd
some part of the software architecture to work on that would match with their
specialized knowledge. In only 16.7% of the cases new participants were both
encouraged to join and given speciﬁc technical tasks to work on.” This occurs
because, according to their interviews, the community expects new participants
to ﬁnd their own task to work on instead of receiving a speciﬁc piece of work.
Communities point of view is that newcomers should be able to ﬁnd the most
appropriate task themselves, as reported by [22]. However, other researches show
that the projects should give special attention to this issue [1,5,13].
Finding the Correct Artifacts to Fix an Issue. When the newcomer ﬁnd
a task to work on, another issue can impact his contribution: how to ﬁnd the
correct artifacts. Cubranic et al. [6] proposed Hipikat, a tool that recommends
artifacts that are relevant to a task that a newcomer is trying to perform. When
conducting an experiment with Eclipse project, they found that “newcomers can
use the information presented by Hipikat to achieve results comparable in quality
and correctness to those of more experienced members of the team.”
Newcomers really need support on ﬁnding code artifacts related to the chosen
task, as projects’ structure/architecture are not always trivial and straightforward. So, projects would beneﬁt from tools like Hipikat to support newcomers
ﬁrst steps, as evidenced by the study conducted by Cubranic et al. [6].
3.3

Code Issues

This category comprises the barriers that are related to the source code of the
products. To contribute a newcomer usually needs to change existing source
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code. Therefore, it is necessary for the newcomers to have enough knowledge
about the code to start their contributions.
Dealing with Code Complexity/Instability. Some studies focus on how
code complexity can aﬀect the newcomers to OSS projects. Studying SourceForge projects Midha et al. [12] show that “cognitive [code] complexity has a
strong negative inﬂuence on the number of contributions from new developers.”
Stol et al. [20] highlight some complaints of newcomers about project structure/architecture of Open Source projects.
Understanding the Project Structure/Architecture. Stol et al. [20] highlight some complaints of newcomers about project structure of OSS projects. One
subject reported that “the hierarchy of the source code directory was counter intuitive for someone with little architecting experience.” Cubranic and Murphy [7]
also present an issue faced during their experiment: “We also had reports of a
pair missing a relevant suggestion because they lacked knowledge about the overall
structure of the system...”
Park and Jensen [13] analyzed “the potential beneﬁts of information visualization in supporting newcomers through a controlled experiment.” They reported
that “providing visual information such as the class diagrams or dependency
views . . . would help new developers understand the structure of existing code
and ﬁnd problems to work on.”
The main complain regarding code is that its structure is hard to understand,
and learning it would take too much time. The use of visualization [13], or even
artifact recommendation tools [6] can alleviate this problem.
Setting up Local Workspace. The feedback obtained by Stol et al. [20]
evidenced that newcomers have diﬃculties when setting up their environment.
They reported some obstacles, for example: “a challenge was that some [subjects]
did not have any experience or knowledge on checking out source code from the
version control system.” To welcome newcomers, the communities should provide
easy access to tutorials and step-by-step cookbooks on how to obtain the code,
setup up and build a local workspace.
3.4 Documentation Problems
Project documentation was also explored by some studies. Newcomers need to
learn technical and social aspects of the project to contribute. Thus, problems
related to documentation were recurrently reported.
Outdated Documentation. Steinmacher et al [19] report some issues faced
by newcomers regarding outdated information: “We can see many demotivating
facts that occurred in this case: ... outdated information in the issue tracker made
the developers waste time on an already existent feature and on checking each
issue they pick to address...” Stol et al.[20] also report issues regarding outdated
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documentation. They report that the subjects “... were uncertain whether the
available diagrams were still up to date and relevant for the current version
of the software... Another reported challenge was the uncertainty whether the
available documentation was up to date for the current version of the software.”
Finding outdated documentation can make the newcomer gave up onboarding.
So, documentation provided by projects must be up-to-date enough to support
new developers.
Information Overload. [13,7] conduct experiments to assess the beneﬁts that
tools that support dealing with information overload can bring to newcomers.
Cubranic et al.[7,6] presents a tool called Hipikat that aims at recommending
source code artifacts that should be related to the issue a newcomer is working
on. Park and Jensen [13] evaluate the use visualization tools to alleviate problems
with overload and report that “[the tools] provided more eﬃcient ways to handle
large amounts of data and understand dependencies in source code, reducing the
learning curve and information overload experienced...” A rich documentation
is essential for newcomers trying to understand the projects. However, just providing a bunch of documentation leads to information overload. So, the project
should provide easy ways to ﬁnd this documentation.
Code Comments not Clear. In addition to outdated information and information overload, Stol et al. [20] report a problem related code comments. “It
was reported that the code was not very well documented, which made it more
diﬃcult to understand the source code.”
3.5

Newcomers‘ Previous Experience

This category comprises the barriers related to the experience of the newcomers
regarding the project and the way they show this experience when joining the
projects.
Lacking of Process and Practices. We found just one study presenting
evidence of learning project practices as a barriers that can hinder the newcomers
onboarding. The study conducted by Schilling et al. [15] found that previous
knowledge regarding the project practices inﬂuence newcomer ﬁrst steps. They
report that “familiarity with the coordination practices of the project team has
a strong association with the time they spend on their projects after GSoC.”
Lacking of Domain Expertise. Von Krogh et al. [22] claim that “ feature gifts
by newcomers emerge from the newcomers prior domain knowledge and user experience.” In the study conducted by Stol et al. [20], the subjects “reported their
unfamiliarity with the domain to be a hindrance.” So, newcomers who present
previous domain knowledge have more chances to have a successful onboarding
and to be well received by the community.
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Lacking of Technical Expertise. Schilling et al. [15] reported that “. . . level
of practical development experience is strongly associated with their continued
permanence.” Some studies report sending messages or patches to mailing list
or issue tracker presenting previous technical skills can beneﬁt the newcomer
when joining. Stol et al. [20] evinced that “when newcomers mentioned that they
had already tried some options to ﬁx their problem and have put eﬀorts to look
for a solution in the forums . . . then the responders were quick to respond and
were very helpful.”
Ducheneaut [9] reports that “expertise is not enough to become a core member
in Python: one also has to create material artifacts. . . ” Bird et al. [2] also investigate the impact of sending patches when start the contribution and found that
“demonstrated skill level via patch submission plays an important role in Python
and Postgres.” All studies evidence that the newcomer who wish to contribute
must check if the technical skills required for a given task or project match with
their skills. Newcomers can be proactive and search for the required background,
but the project must also provide ways for a newcomer to search which tasks ﬁt
to his technical proﬁle.
3.6

Summary

Considering the model deﬁned in the Figure 1, based upon barriers identiﬁed
by using inductive coding through out the selected studies, we can summarize
the evidences for each barrier as shown in Table 1. The category more throughly
studied is social interaction, accounting for 13 studies while the others range
from 8 to 9 related studies each.
Due to the nature of the approach to establish the model, there is at least
one paper associated with a barrier. Considering the most studied one, we found
that the most evidenced barriers are newcomers’ previous technical experience,
from Previous Experience category, and aspects regarding social network characteristics and response reception, from Social Interaction category.
Table 1. Studies that evidence each barrier
Category
Finding a Way
to Start
Newcomers’
Previous
Knowledge

Barrier
Studies
Finding appropriate task/issue
[1,5,13,22]
Finding the correct artifacts to fix an issue
[6]
Lacking of Domain expertise
[22,20]
Lacking of Previous Technical Experience
[3,2,16,24,9,22,15]
Lacking of Knowledge on processes and practices
[15]
Dealing with code complexity/instability
[3,12]
[6,13,20]
Code Issues Understanding architecture/code structure
Setting up Local Workspace
[20]
Outdated documentation
[19,20]
Documentation Code comments not clear
[20]
Problems
Information overload
[6,13,20]
Socializing with project members
[3,2,10,23,24,9,14]
Social
Receiving (timely and proper) response
[11,16,24,22,18,20,19]
Interactions Sending a correct/meaningful message
[16,24]
Finding Help - Mentor/Expert
[4,6,19]
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Threats to Validity

This review may have missed some papers that address barriers encountered by
newcomers to OSS projects, since we did not search into every possible source
and some relevant papers may not contain the chosen terms. To reduce bias, we
contacted some specialists in OSS domain. We adjusted the criteria to cover all
relevant papers that were of our knowledge and conducted pilot studies.
Most part of the studies analyzed do not present as main focus analyzing the
newcomers needs or the problems they face during their ﬁrst steps. The papers
that aim to analyze newcomers obstacles and problems focus on very speciﬁc
problems. We know that it would be hard – or even impossible – to identify
every problem that can aﬀect newcomers. However, keeping the analysis to just
some speciﬁc problems restricts the value of the outcomes and their applicability.
The ﬁndings of this review may have also been aﬀected as the classiﬁcation
is a human process and it is based on some subjective criteria. In particular,
the terms of the area do not have a common deﬁnition among all studies. The
problems were classiﬁed based on inductive coding approach, which also relies on
manual classiﬁcation. To reduce interpretation bias related to human process,
this review involved two researchers cross checking each paper for inclusion,
and a third researcher responsible for reviewing and discussing the information
generated after each step.

5

Conclusion

In this paper we identiﬁed 21 studies that evidence barriers that can hinder
newcomers’ onboarding in OSS projects. We aggregated the barriers evidenced
across the literature in a single place. By using an inductive coding approach to
organize the barriers, we proposed a model that relies on ﬁve categories: ﬁnding
a way to start, social interactions, code issues, documentation problems and
newcomers’ knowledge. This model is the main contribution of this systematic
review.
As a result of this classiﬁcation we found that the most evidenced barriers are
newcomers’ lack of previous technical experience, receiving improper response
from community, socializing with project members and ﬁnding the appropriate
task/issue. This classiﬁcation provides a baseline for further researches related
to newcomers onboarding.
As future work we aim to conduct qualitative studies to conﬁrm the barriers
evidenced by the literature. We are conducting some interviews with OSS experienced developers and newcomers to verify what are the main barriers faced
by newcomers from their perspective. We plan to reﬁne the classiﬁcation model
based on the results of the interviews. Additionally, based on this model it is
possible to propose strategies to oﬀer a better support for newcomers, and study
how these mechanisms can beneﬁt newcomers.
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